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Care Instructions  
3Dee 
 
 
 

Cover materials 
 
3Dee with fabric cover, step/step melange (Trevira CS) 
 Optimum care is ensured by using just water and pH neutral soapsuds. Stains containing oil and fat should be 

treated beforehand with ethyl alcohol.  
 Rinse with clear water after each cleaning treatment. Never use chlorinated detergents.  
 Only dampen the seat and never make it completely wet, otherwise the cushioning under the fabric might be 

damaged. Therefore use only very small amounts of water and detergent. 
 Avoid marks by cleaning from the edge of the seat to the middle. 
 
Warning: Never use chlorinated detergents. 
 
3Dee with microfibre cover 
 Always dab off stains immediately using plain kitchen paper, for example, before they seep into the fabric. 
 Use lukewarm water and pH neutral soapsuds for optimum stain removal. 
 Stains containing oil and fat should be treated beforehand with ethyl alcohol applied with a lint-free sponge or 

cloth. 
 Only dampen the seat and never make it completely wet, otherwise the cushioning under the fabric might be 

damaged. 
 Rinse with clear water after each cleaning treatment.  
 Avoid marks by cleaning from the edge of the seat to the middle. 

 
Warning: Benzine, acetone and the like might dissolve the foam material under the cover. Never use chlorinated 
detergents. 
 
3Dee with PREMIUM leather cover 
 Wipe with a soft, damp cloth without detergent, and then rub down with a dry, clean cloth.  
 Treat subsequently with leather care products as required. 
 

Cleaning of the aluminium components (base, seat pan, backrest) 
 
Black aluminium components: If dusty or slightly soiled, clean with a mild soap solution or glass 
cleaner. 
 
Polished aluminium components: Clean only with a dry microfibre cloth. 
 
Marks left by the soles of shoes on the base are best removed using a soft India rubber. 


